
Greetings, Illustrious Class of 1973!   

 

So much has gone on in the past three months. The unfortunate thing is that as I write this in late 

October, I’m reporting things that have happened since mid-July, but you won’t be reading it until early 

December.  

 

In late July and early Aug, quite a few of us participated in various activities with our 50-year Legacy 

Class, the Class of 2023. I sent out a class blast on 26 Aug describing our activities. It’s posted along on 

the class website at www.usafa73.org/legacy-class-updates.html, along with associated photos that 

were not included in the e-blast. Briefly, we interacted with parents on In-Processing Day, participated 

in honor lessons, attended a couple of parades, marched back from Jack's Valley with the basics, and 

briefed basics during their Heritage Day. At in-processing, each basic was presented with a special ’73-

enabled edition of Contrails. In it, the first page after the table of contents featured an introductory 

letter from The Illustrious Class of 1973. Classmate and former USAFA Superintendent John Regni, CS-

28, gave the address to 2023 at the Acceptance Day Parade. The text of his speech and our “Contrails 

Dedication for the Class of 2023” are both at the Legacy Class Updates page on the class website. 

 

Norty Schwartz, CS-34, will be moving to a new position as the president of the Institute for Defense 

Analyses (IDA) 2 Jan 2020. IDA is a nonprofit organization based in Alexandria, Va., that runs three 

federally funded research centers focused on analyzing national security issues. 

 

Monnie Gore, CS-05, reported that 

Frat Five had their annual reunion the 

weekend of the San Jose State game. 

This is the seventh annual Frat Five 

Reunion with eleven classmates 

attending this year. The group had 

dinner at Monnie and Theresa’s 

house on Thursday and Saturday 

nights, and a tailgate and football 

game on Friday night. In attendance 

were Greg and Celeste Beyer, Pete 

and Maggie Cooper, Mick Davis, 

Trena Dodge, Monnie and Theresa 

Gore, Roy and Ricki Hart, Herb and 

Beth Huber, George and Lois Kehias, 

Robert Marsh, Al and Brenda Phillips, 

and Dave Thomas. Al Phillips had a 

cherrywood case designed and built 

with 22 toasting cups, each with the Frat Five squadron logo engraved. The case includes a 3-D Frat Five 

squadron emblem and "1973" letters as well as a space for each classmate's cup and engraved 

Frat Five display case with toasting cups, courtesy of Al Phillips 



nameplate. This year they toasted in memory of Larry Dodge who passed away in 2018. It was another 

great year for Frat Five and they’re already looking forward to their reunion event next year.  

 

ing, 

Frat Fivers at Annual Squadron Reunion at Monnie Gore’s.  Standing, L-R: Herb Huber, Al Phillips, Greg 

Beyer, Dave Thomas, Mick Davis. Seated, L-R: Roy Hart, Monnie Gore, Pete Cooper, Robert Marsh.  

 

George Dorris, CS-07, and his brothers Bill and Mike did most of the support flying for Discovery 

Channel’s River of No Return series that started 6 Oct 2019. The full three-minute trailer for the series is 

at https://www.discovery.com/videos/river-of-no-return-5578458. A one-minute version is at 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18faEJo45UE_SV3gTeBKRJ8d-c4BvBBNl/view?usp=sharing and a 30-

second version is on YouTube at https://tinyurl.com/y8846x7v.  George is a well-known—the series calls 

him the most decorated—bush pilot in the Idaho mountains, and this isn’t the first time he has 

appeared in Class News for his flying. As mentioned in the Fall 2014 issue of Checkpoints, in 2009 

George supported the production of a promotional video for the Wings Over the Rockies Air and Space 

Museum that classmate John Barry, CS-26, currently runs. We’ll be watching, George! Incidentally, 

George isn’t the first grad or first Dorris to appear in a reality TV series. His brother Joe, ’74, and family 

were featured in The Weather Channel’s Prospectors series for four seasons from 2013 to 2016. 



George sent a clarification after publication of Checkpoints:  

If you are looking for our show "River Of No Return," premiering on Sunday Oct 6th on Discovery 

Channel, to watch or record it is listed under “Alaska The Last Frontier” because Discovery wants 

to launch RONR using the premiere of the new season of ATLF so it is in the “ATLF Premiere 

Block” the first week...ATLF is a very popular show and they want to capture their audience and 

lead them right into our show...from then on after the launch it will be in the tv guide as "River 

Of No Return" every Sunday. This is the networks way of trying to promote the show and give it 

the best chance for success so their intentions are very good. They love the show and like us 

they want it to be a hit and run for many seasons... 

Don’t know if you would have to search Discovery Channel for RONR or ATLF if you want to find the first 

episode. That’s an exercise for the interested student. 

George also provided a note from the producer to all the participants in the series: 

Hi Everyone, 

...I want to Thank each of You for going on this rare life adventure with me and my producing 

partners, the crew,and the network etc... It's never easy, but it is worth seeing if we can make a 

hit show....  

I am proud of all of you and I am happy that we get to share this awesome part of our lives with 

others. They won't all come to see the river, but they can all appreciate its magic just like we do. 

And hopefully they will learn about the importance of wildernesses and protecting the natural 

resources that enrich our lives. Thank you for all your hard work and contributions and for going 

on this journey with me! .... 

 

 

 



From Jack Hudson, CS-25:  

 

In late July, I rode with the USAF Cycling Team, 123 

riders, in the RAGBRAI (Register’s Annual Great 

Bicycle Ride Across Iowa); 510 miles in 7 days; 

Council Bluffs IA to Keokuk IA.  Was a wonderful 

experience to be with the Air Force Cycling Team, 

which is mostly active duty, ANG, and AFRES, with 

about 25 retirees and dependents.  I thoroughly 

enjoyed it; was a great honor and privilege to be 

part of the AF Team!   

It has been 10 years since I retired from active 

duty, and one year since I retired as Director of the 

USAF Museum here at Wright-Patterson AFB. My 

wife are busy and active with volunteer work, time 

with grandkids, fitness activities, house projects, 

etc. Life is good and we have much to be thankful 

for. Still have an open invitation to do Museum 

tours for Class of ’73 members who come thru 

Dayton!) 

 

 

 

 

The guys from CS-02 are most inclusive and asked to have former AOC Gary Tompkins added to 

distribution for my Class Scribe e-blasts. After a recent column, Gary wrote back to the class at large:  

 

Dear, dear friends, a toast indeed!!!!!! Thanks SO much for including me on your e-mail (OK, e-

mail is so out of date- huh...) I am so taken with you all and your exploits! Damn, life does go on 

quickly, BUT how wonderful a live that such great humans have shared with each other!! In the 

long run, what else really matters? OK, the Air Force, the Country, the world environment, the 

...; but what else matters to US? 

 

Best and blessings to each and one of the Men who were called to the mountains and did so 

much to answer that call in spades!!!!!!!!!! 

 

 

 

  

Jack Hudson, CS-25, after dipping his tires in 

the Mississippi at the conclusion of the ride on 

Day 7. 



Tom Kennedy’s has been traveling and sent in this report for the Grim Reapers of CS-31: 

 

One more Grim Reaper has finally called it quits with his job and joined the rest of us retirees. 

That would be Phil Yavorsky who after 11 years, retired from Booz Allen Hamilton on 30 Aug. 

Phil and Chris plan to remain in the O’Fallon IL 

(Scott AFB) area where all of their children 

live.  Meanwhile, Fil and Kim Thorn are in his 

words, “leaving 19 years of our wonderful home 

<Glendale AZ> and friends. Guess we are truly 

retired. Here we come TX” where they will 

reside in Prosper, Texas as of 1 Oct. Tom and 

Betty Kennedy have been doing a bit of traveling 

since his June retirement and have been able to 

have breakfast with Michael and Callie Hub in 

Fort Mill SC, have lunch with Charlie and Pamela 

Meyer in Sequim WA, and attend the wedding of 

Phil and Chris Yavorsky’s youngest daughter, 

Cathy, in O’Fallon IL. So good to visit with these 

squadron mates. 

I have reserved the Grim Reapers’ most important highlight for last.  Our own Don Sloan has 

been selected for induction into the Delaware Aviation Hall of Fame in early Nov – this is a 

fantastic honor and will celebrate Don’s many years of both Air Force flying and civilian flying – 

he does own a Stearman among others. The letter notifying Don of his selection is attached. 

Tom plans to attend the ceremony and will hopefully, have some photos for the next 

Checkpoints edition.” 

That’s it from here.  I am honored to be in the company of such distinguished fellow Grim 

Reapers. 

Michael Hub and Tom Kennedy in 

Fort Mill, SC, Aug 2019 

Charlie Meyer and Tom in Sequim, WA, 

Sep 2019 

Tom and Phil Yavorsky in O’Fallon, IL, 

Sep 2019 



 

 



 

Geoff Michael, CS-37, sent in a 1963 My Three Sons clip showing USAFR Brig Gen Jimmy Stewart talking 

about the then-new Air Force Academy at www.youtube.com/watch?v=Nc0oY-YSTdc. 

 

Denny Boyce, CS-25, on not letting moss grow under his feet:  

 

On 9/3 I completed my section hike of the Appalachian Trail.  I started on April 30, 2016, my 

65th birthday and first day of retirement, as a thru hiker planning on hiking all 2192 miles in 6-7 

months.  However, my arthritic knees did not cooperate so I became a section hiker.  For the 

past 4 years, I have hiked 6-7 weeks each summer to complete the Trail (in Trail talk, I’m a 

LASHer Long Ass 

Section Hiker).  Had a 

great time, met some 

very interesting 

people and had more 

than a few craft beers 

along the way.  My 

wife jokes that I 

should write a 

guidebook for 

breweries along the 

AT.  I even met a 

hostel owner who 

served in the AF with 

Ron Rand (Rat) ’71 

who was in CS-25 

with me.  I also lost a 

lot of weight along the 

way, 17 lbs. in 35 days 

of hiking this year.  Now if I can just keep it off.  My trail name was Zoomie and the photo on top 

of Katahdin shows why.  I hauled my USAFA tee shirt to the top just for this shot, I didn’t hike in 

it.  Now, I’m recovering from a small tear of my IT band and planning #2 on the bucket list—

rrafting the Grand Canyon next May. 

 

 

Ed Parry, CS-09, reported he and Diane were heading back up to Annapolis in October for the boat show 

and then the Great Chesapeake Schooner Race. “Had a great summer.  Went to Scotland for 2 weeks, 

loved it!! Very civilized, great food, great weather, great history, great people, highly recommend it.” 

  

Denny Boyce, CS-25, at the northern terminus of the Appalachian 

Trail 



 

 

From “T” Thompson, CS-24/29:  

 

Hope all is well out your way. I 

gave a speech to 1500 

professional speakers last 

month on Navigating Through 

the Turbulence While Building 

a Culture of Excellence.  Well 

received with a Standing “O”. 

 

Tell everybody hello for at the 

next lunch. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I got this letter from Russ Leiser, who started out with the class in 37th Squadron but didn’t finish:  

 

Gents, I just got a package from the crew for endowment 

planning! Wow....I didn't complete the school's 4 years, leaving 

after freshman year. I was class of 73 but can't remember my 

squadron [it was 37]. I would like to connect with anyone in the 

class but specifically my old crew in the last dorm in the back (CS 

07?) [sic]. I got back into uniform a couple of years later through 

AECP, retiring as a Major in Stealth Programs. Great stories.... 

please contact me. 

  

I believe I was in CS 38 [37, actually].  We were in the "new” 

dorms across from the chapel at the end of the terrazzo, almost 

at the trees.  I'm pretty sure we were on the 3rd floor.  Maj 

"Dynamo" Don White ? was our CS Squadron CO.  It's sad but important - even though i went a 

different path to Lt bars and beyond, I never forgot my time and experiences there.  It really had 

an impact on a 17 year old. 

  

50 years ago. 

  

“T” Thompson, speaking to professional speakers in Aug 2019 



Fun fact......just before retiring, the USAF was doing a RIF.  I was a division chief in the B-2 SPO at 

Wright-Patterson AFB.  You can't believe who had to be dumped from that list !!   2 of my new 

Lts that were USAFA grads ! I cried with them.....so heartbreaking after busting your ass for 4 

years and every freaking summer. 

  

Thanks for reconnecting! 

  

bless you guys, 

 

Russ Leiser, Major, USAF, retired 

 

On 20 July, the 50th anniversary of the first moon landing, a number of us and wives gathered at the 

newly-refurbished and recently opened Academy Planetarium to watch the movie Apollo 11: First Steps 

Edition that premiered at this year's Sundance Film Festival. I would guess we all remember gathering in 

an SAR or other place to watch the landing that Basic Summer, the only TV most of us saw all summer. I 

can’t locate the picture of us at the Planetarium, but in attendance were Mike and Pris Arnett, CS-09; 

Rich and Teresa Fazio, CS-16; Ted Kammire, CS-18; Charlie and Denise Quinnell, CS-27; Bob and Pam 

Munson, CS-34, and son Mike; Craig and Pat MacPherson, CS-39, daughter and son-in-law plus baby; 

Steve and Jan Hoit, CS-25; BJ and Donna Stanton, CS-38; and Denny and Heidi Merideth, CS-08. Most 

were able to make an impromptu lunch at La Casa Fiesta Mexican Restaurant in Monument afterward. 

Lunch after 50th Anniversary of the moon landing movie at USAFA Planetarium. Clockwise from left: 

Mike and Pris Arnett, Pam and Bob Munson, Ted Kammire, Denise and Charlie Quinnell, Teresa and 

Rich Fazio, and Jan and Steve Hoit. 



 

The following is extracted from a class blast I sent out at Class President Ron Scott’s request, 

summarizing our Legacy Class activities. It is posted under on the class website, usafa73.org, under 

Legacy Class Updates  

 

This summer, '73 participated in several events with our 50-year Legacy Class, the Class of 2023. 

Classmates from as far away as Wisconsin, North Carolina and Northern Virginia joined us locals as we 

talked with parents, participated in honor lessons, attended a couple of parades, marched back from 

Jack's Valley with the basics, and more.  

 

At In-Processing on 27 June, the new basics were given a special edition of Contrails that identified the 

Class of 1973 as their legacy class (the term legacy class is used for both '73 and '23). Ron Scott's 

dedication from '73 was prominently placed in the front of the book, ahead of even the current 

Superintendent's letter. We also contributed about half of cost of the publication of the Contrails to 

upgrade the binding. As a result of budget cuts over the years, the quality of the binding had been 

downgraded to paperback and was so poor that pages were falling out by the end of 2nd BCT. We 

decided to remedy that for 2023. We weren't able to get the cover embossed as ours was, but we were 

able to get it published with a hard cover and sewn binding. 

 

As the arriving cadet candidates were kept rather busy during in processing at the Field House by the 

Academy staff and cadet cadre, we were asked to interact with parents at the AOG's Doolittle 

Hall. About 10 of us mingled with parents as they wandered among various tents and booths and the 

Heritage Trail. Many were quite interested in talking with us, especially first-time parents. (I was 

surprised how many multiple-cadet families there were.) Of course there were a few verklempt mothers 

who were already missing "little Johnny," as Rich Fazio likes to refer to the generic fledgling who has just 

left the nest. One über-helicopter mother related she had installed an app on her son's phone that 

would allow her to see just where he was in the Cadet Area all day long. Don't guess she got the memo 

that he wouldn't have his phone at all during BCT. 

 

The next day was the Oath of Office Parade. About 20 assorted classmates and family members 

attended. How things have changed. Instead of the candidates taking the oath in some room on the 

Terrazzo right after getting their shots, the Academy has turned it into something the parents can attend 

on the parade field. It was fun watching parents try to identify their son or daughter as they marched by, 

having had their locks shorn the day before and camouflaged among some 1155 classmates.  

 

On 18 July, eight classmates, including Norty Schwartz, and one wife, Suzie Schwartz, participated in 

hour-long Honor lessons with the basics. This year's sessions were held during 1st BCT instead of in 

Jack's Valley as in previous years. Feedback indicated the Academy has some kinks to work out, but the 

lessons gave us an opportunity to interact directly with individual members of '23. 

 

Second BCT ended on 31 July with the basics marching back from Jack's Valley up to the Cadet Area. 

Twelve of us accepted the Supt's invitation and made the 5½-mile, 2-hour march with them. After lining 



the basics' route at the beginning of the march and cheering them on, the grads fell in behind and 

marched "at the gaggle." Somebody had to bring up the rear, and about half a dozen of us from '73 

assumed the position. After marching up the ramp to the Terrazzo, the basics were positioned in front of 

the Chapel wall, then the grads formed up in front of the class crests in a gap left between the BCT 

squadrons. After appropriate remarks by the Comm and others and recognition of the grads, we were all 

dismissed to mingle with the basics for a few minutes. I was able to find Barbarians Squadron, Delta 

Flight, who were heading to Ninth Squadron, my cadet squadron. Others talked with whomever they 

found. After a class photo in front of the class crest, we headed out to a cookout at Dave and Sheryl 

Ellis's in Monument. 

 

The next day, 1 Aug, five classmates joined grads from various classes for BCT Heritage Day at Doolittle 

Hall. The grads took groups of basics on a tour of Doolittle Hall, the Heritage Trail, the Southeast Asia 

Pavilion and the Plaza of Heroes. If you haven't taken the time to do the tour on your own, you really 

need to take an hour to do so next time you are in the Springs or at the Academy. 

 

At the Acceptance Parade on 6 Aug we were recognized as the Legacy Class for 2023. Classmate and 

former USAFA Superintendent John Regni gave a stirring (even for us jaded ex-cadets) speech 

challenging '23 to excellence modeled by members of our class. Eight of us presented a pristine copy of 

Contrails, signed by John and the presenter, to the outstanding basic in each of the eight summer 

squadrons. (Each summer squadron now has five flights, rather than the four we had, and the squadrons 

have been renamed: Aggressors, Barbarians, Cobras, Demons, Executioners, Flying Tigers, Guts and 

Hellcats.) About 20 classmates and family members attended the parade and a class cookout at the 

Academy FamCamp afterward. Unfortunately, pix are MIA. 

 

It's been a great summer. Everybody has chipped in, so no one has gotten saddled with doing 

everything. That said, special thanks go out to Bill Diffley for honchoing the Legacy events this summer. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Right: Before the march, bright and 

chipper Illustrious Class of 1973 

members: Front, L to R: Dale Birch, 

Steve Hoit, Monnie Gore, Tom 

Mayberry; Middle, L to R: Charlie 

Quinnell, Gary Blokland, AJ Ranft, 

Rich Fazio; Back, L to R: Bill Diffley, 

Mike Arnett, Ron Scott, Tom Blase, 

Bob Munson. Missing: Dave Ellis & 

Jim Parker. 

Left: Upperclassmen with a few gold-

hatted basics lining the road in Jacks 

Valley prior to the basics forming up 

for the March-Back. Facing the 

camera, near side of road: Rich Fazio, 

Tom Mayberry, Gary Blokland, Ron 

Scott. 

Basics march out with grads lining 

the road, cheering them on. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

During the marchout, only one squadron 

saluted the grads: Demon Squadron! 

(now encompasses 16-20) 

Grads fall in. Dale Birch, 

alternate guidon bearer 

Basics and cadre march; 

grads gaggle and gabble. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Lt Gen Silveria, USAFA 

Superintendent, with members of 

The Illustrious Class of 1973. 

Front, L to R: Monnie Gore, Mike 

Arnett, AJ Ranft, Lt Gen Jay 

Silveria, Ron Scott, Steve Hoit; 

Rear, L to R: Rich Fazio, Gary 

Blokland, Tom Mayberry, Charlie 

Quinnell, Bill Diffley, Bob 

Munson. Missing: Dale Birch, 

Tom Blase (quite possibly talking 

with his 2023 grandson), Dave 

Ellis, & Jim Parker. 

 

  

Up the Core Values 

Ramp. Almost done. 

 



 

  

Grads at Class Wall following March-Back. 



The day after the March-Back, 1 Aug, the doolies had a Heritage Day. Bob Munson, CS-34, coordinated 

73’s participation. The basics rotated through Doolittle Hall on 1 Aug for about 2 hours per cadet 

squadron.  AOG EVP Steve Simon provided an introduction and short video to each squadron, and then 

the Basics toured the inside of Doolittle Hall for an hour, then the Heritage Trail for an hour.  About two 

dozen, perhaps more, grads were strategically placed around Doolittle Hall and the Heritage Trail.   We 

were asked to provide two volunteers for the day. We provided five for half day shifts: Chris Taravella, 

CS-21; Dale Birch, CS-39; Trapper Carpenter, CS-09; Rich Fazio, CS-16; and Bob Munson, CS-34.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Right: Trapper Carpenter showing 

basics the finer points of ring-wearing 

on Heritage Day. 

Left: Rich Fazio briefing basics on the 

Doolittle Raiders on Heritage Day. 



The following pix are from the post-March-Back cookout at Dave and Sheryl Ellis’s. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Guys and wives, L-R: 

Sally and Tom 

Mayberry, Judy 

Blokland; Teresa 

Fazio; Gary Blokland; 

Rich Fazio; Charlie 

Quinnell; Pam and 

Bob Munson; Dale 

Birch; Sheryl Ellis; Pris 

and Mike Arnett; Flo 

Parker; Jan and Steve 

Hoit; Jim Parker; Bill 

Diffley 

 

Steve and Jan Hoit and Pris and 

Mike Arnett 

 

 

 

 

 

 

L-R, Front Row: Charlie Quinnell, 

Rich Fazio, Bob Munson, Tom 

Mayberry, Steve Hoit. Back Row: 

Gary Blockland, Dale Birch, Dave 

Ellis, Mike Arnett, Jim Parker, Bill 

Diffley. 



Clockwise around table, starting at left: 

Tom Mayberry; Judy and Gary Blockland; 

Bob and Pam Munson; Teresa Fazio; Sally 

Mayberry 

 

 

 

 

 

 

An email from Bill Diffley, CS-11, Class Vice President and Legacy Class Project Lead to classmates who 

participated in Legacy Class events over the summer: 

Gentlemen, 

 

I want first to thank you all for joining in the event (Acceptance Parade). And I hope that all of 

the guests enjoyed it as much as my lovely wife did. It was another step in a meaningful 

relationship with the class of 2023.  

 

While I appreciate the thanks and credit for our part in the event I would love to redirect much 

of that credit. John’s speech was, I think, the highlight of our participation. While we were there 

to give out the awards to the basic cadets, I give them credit for being chosen in the first place. 

The parade and our participation: give credit to the office of the Commandant's office. 

Transportation and support: give credit to the AOG. The picnic afterward was a wonderful 

followup to the parade. Give credit to Gary and Judy Bloklund.  Finally, and not least, a month 

ago Jim Parker volunteered to be a part of this Legacy adventure and he has been a big help 

since.  

 

I hope that this first major event involving our participation can be a jumping off point for future 

Legacy events. Spread the word on it’s continuing worth. 

 

Thanks again, 

 

Bill D 

 

  



From Trapper Carpenter, CS-09, our last classmate still serving as an Academy employee as Associate 

Athletic Director – Recruiting Support: 

 

Has been quite a summer with USAFA 2023 -- from In Processing of the 1,155 strong on Thu, 27 

Jun; to the Ceremonial Swearing In the next day;  BCT Honor Lessons led by Norty and others; 

the March Back from Jacks Valley; Heritage Day at the AOG and the Acceptance Day Parade . . . 

 

In terms of keeping up the pace, thank goodness the Cadet Wing starts academics tomorrow!   

 

Also neat to see these events provide opportunities for out-of-town Classmates and spouses to 

get back to the Academy to include the Acceptance Day Parade so superbly led by John and 

Debby [Regni, CS-28].  Very special . . . hope we're capturing the moments to include John's 

address. 

 

Go Falcons! 

 

Trapper 

 

Trapper also responded to the many requests his wife Iris had for the potato salad she brought to the 

post-Acceptance-Parade cookout at the USAFA FamCamp: 

  

I (Iris) used organic white potatoes, organic stoneground mustard & organic naturally hickory smoked 

bacon. Also used green onions instead of parsley. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dennis Haugh, CS-13, and his wife, Ginny Gallagher, invited classmate and other friends to celebrate 

August birthdays and the end of summer at their house on 17 Aug. Part of their invitation: “As usual, 

we’ll provide the meat (tri-tip, pulled pork, & chicken), if you could kindly bring a side dish or dessert to 

share - and whatever you’d like to drink. We’ll provide water, of course. Our stock of beer is still quite 

high, so we want to discourage bringing beer. We especially want to discourage the forms of water 

known as Coors Lite and Corona.” 

 

When we found out about the Jacks Valley March-Back in mid-July, Ron Scott got it in his head we ought 

to come up some “Jodies” (marching cadences) that we could chant on the March-Back. Nothing 



eventually came of his idea, other than a couple of draft Jodies from Rich Fazio and Bob Munson. I 

present them here in their full first-draft glory, to ensure they are preserved for posterity. 

Rich’s first: 

First draft. My Read-and-Write Capability says she likes the theme of it but...the meter needs 

work. A LOT OF WORK! 

Hey, Basics from Aught Twenty-three  

We are the grads of Seventy-three 

Legacy Class is our game 

Ill-lus-tree-ous is our name! 

Now listen Basics, you must learn 

Our nickname we did earn 

One Chief of Staff, two astronauts  

Three Jabara Awards are not enough 

Doctors, lawyers, teachers too 

State legislators we've a few 

The first monsignor is from our ranks 

For all our ministers we give thanks 

Airline pilots no lack nor want 

Businessmen their success we flaunt  

Count yourselves lucky don't you see 

Your Legacy Class is Seventy-three! 

Seventy...THREE! 

Ill...LUSTRIOUS! 

Seventy...THREE! 

Ill...LUSTRIOUS! 

Seventy...THREE! 



Ill...LUSTRIOUS! 

 

As you can see, I'm NOT a poet, and I know it! Additions, changes, corrections welcomed. We 

may have to/want to start a separate Jodie Call thread. 

Rich 

And now Bob Munson’s: 

 

Humbly submitted.... 

 

Air Force, Air Force what you need 

Class of 20-23 

Impress the Comm, beat the Dean 

Buy a car, put on your ring 

Your time here will quickly pass 

To wear gold bars, bet your ass 

Four more years then you'll be gone 

Leaving from the stadium 

  

Jodie, Jodie who are we? 

Meet the Class of seven three 

Basics, Basics look and see 

What 50 years did to me 

I used to be hard and mean 

Now I get retiree green 

Now we're marching looking good 

Ought to be in Hollywood 

Can we make it up the hill? 

More oxygen and we will 

 

Cheers, Bob 

 

 

And finally, a note from Class President Ron Scott, CS-34 about the ’73 Long Blue Line Legacy Fund 

Agreement with the AOG: 

 

Today, 22 Aug 19, we signed an agreement with the AOG to establish a USAFA Class of 1973 

Long Blue Line Legacy Fund Agreement (see attached; John for your Secretary files).  This 

provides an excellent option for our Classmates when they do estate planning congruent with 

our 50th reunion gift concept.  A big thank you to Bob Munson for developing/coordinating this 

and to John Stefonik for the legal vetting. 

 

Today, we also had a DG nomination committee meeting (Steve Lorenz, AJ Ranft, Bill Diffley, Bob 

Munson, and Ron Scott).  We reviewed published materials regarding purpose, criteria, and so 



forth.  We still need to do some more due diligence on who we want to nominate, and then we 

can assemble nomination packages.  We also started to identify other potential nominees with 

the notion that between now and the actual nomination we can make sure there is evidence to 

support criteria.  We are also toying with an annual Outstanding 73 Classmate Award (MVP) to 

be presented at the Class Dinner following the NCLS--still percolating this idea.  Thoughts? 

 

73! 

 

Mike Arnett 

 

“Here’s a toast…to the host…of the men we boast…the U.S. Air Force!” 


